Many laboratory studies have been carried out to try to establish thresholds of performance for human vision. Considerable agreement has been obtained for detection thresholds of simple stimuli such as discs but as soon as studies have been extended to detection of complex shapes or recognition the findings show considerable disagreement. This makes prediction of visual threshold perfornance in many real-life situations very difficult.
This paper discussed the typical appearance of the retinal image at threshold and an approach to modelling of the total visual process which allows one to make predictions about the effects of noise and retinal image quality on detection of definable objects. Speculation was also made on the predictive capabilities of such a model for simple forms of recognition.
The paper began with illustrations of a few typical real-life scenes in an air/ground viewing situation. It was shown that even the simplest natural situation is complex and that many situations involve both interaction of structured surround with an object of interest and considerable luminance distribution within the object. Computer-generated isophot diagrams of the retinal images of simple shapes, and optically synthesized retinal images of more complex objects at threshold for a simple recognition tasks, were next shown. It was seen that the typical retinal image at threshold is grossly degraded. It was concluded that there was evidence here and elsewhere that the most important regions in the retinal image are those of greatest spatial rate of change of illuminance.
Consideration was next given to the processes which must take place beyond the retinal image, it being concluded that illuminance differences must be detected by a matrix of detectors in the presence of interreceptor noise and that subsequently the total 'intelligence' must reach a finite positive level in order for a decision on presence of a given object to be made. Combining the retinal image quality, matrix structure and decision process allowed description of threshold performance by a simple equation containing separated contributions of maximum retinal image illuminance gradient, object detail size and retina-referred, spatial noise. This model was claimed to have been verified as a good predictor of threshold trends over a wide range of conditions.
The reasons for the good predictive capabilities were discussed and it was shown how one may use such a model for investigating the separate effects of blur and random spatial noise external to the eye. It was also claimed that such a model could explain many brightness illusions, 'receptive field' effects and visual response to many spatial frequency functions in terms of the retinal image without need to consider the effects of complex neural interactions. The retinal explanation of a typical receptive field effect and the Craik-O'Brien illusion were illustrated. Interest in brain slow potential changes in man was initiated about ten years ago by the discoveries of Walter et al. (1964) and Kornhuber & Deecke (1964) . Walter and his colleagues, studying evoked potentials in associative conditions, found that when a response was required to the second of two stimuli (SI and S2) in a foreperiod reaction time situation, a slow negative going shift of potential occurred between the evoked potentials to S, and S2. This shift, which came to be known as the contingent negative variation (CNV), was largest at the scalp vertex (approximately 15-20 ,uV), but was discernible over a fairly wide area of the brain. Very shortly after this discovery Kornhuber & Deecke reported that a similar, but somewhat smaller negative shift preceded the making of a voluntary motor response. They termed this the 'Bereitschaftspotential' or 'readiness potential' (RP). During the last ten years both phenomena have been extensively studied in laboratories throughout the world. The original work has been developed and extended into the clinical field in our own laboratories at the Burden Neurological Institute. This paper outlines some of the findings and methodological issues that have emerged.
Behavioural and Clinical Correlates of
The relatively late observation of such slow potential changes in man reflects the first methodological consideration, namely that directly coupled amplifiers or AC amplifiers with a long time constant are required to reveal them, whereas most clinical EEG recording is carried out with the use of short time constants. Secondly, the relatively small size of the shifts with respect to the 'background' activity of the EEG has necessitated the use of techniques such as averaging for improving the signal-to-noise ratio. These have in turn been dependent upon the -development of signal averagers and small computers which has taken place in recent years. A further factor has been the necessity to verify that the shifts themselves are orig the brain and not from extracerel Human intracerebral recording has established this ( Fig 1) but it h necessary when recording from t institute rigorous controls to exclud tion of the brain slow shifts by shifts arising from ocular and o (Hillyard & Galambos 1970) . Given the appropriate recordin, and controls the CNV appears as consistent phenomenon in the norma Such variability in amplitude and encountered is probably largely at personality factors and attitude to mental task. Differences can also be certain experimental variables are j Significant correlations have be4 between increases in CNV amplit creased motivation, attention, subje bility, expectancy and a variety of logical parameters. None of these I constructs can be claimed as g correlate of the brain function refl slow potential change, but together appear to delineate a recognizable ax cognitive function which operate used (Rebert & Tecce 1973) . As long as a high as remained degree of subjective involvement in the task the scalp to persists the slow shifts tend to maintain their Lecontamina-amplitude levels. However, when 'overlearning' similar slow has taken place and the task has become mechaniother sources cal or boring there is a tendency for the amplitude to diminish, although the general level of perg conditions formance, as measured by RT, may remain a relatively relatively constant (Fig 2) . t population.
Provided that continuous involvement is form as is maintained, slow potential changes will persistent-;tributable to ly occur in the appropriate situation. This is the experi-demonstrated by the use of a vigilance task in found when which the subject is required to make a button manipulated. press as rapidly as possible to the appearance of en obtained three consecutive odd numbers in a pseudo-;ude and in-random sequence in which a single digit number ective proba-changes on a visual display at one second )ther psycho-intervals. The occurrence of even numbers in psychological such a sequence elicits no slow shift, the occuran exclusive rence of a single odd number elicits a small, slow lected in the negative shift and the occurrence of a second odd r they would number elicits a substantially larger shift up to rea of human the point where the third number in the sequence s when an occurs and determines whether a response is 4 Section ofMeasurement in Medicine required or not (Fig 3) . If an error occurs, and no response is made to the third odd number in a sequence, it is found that the usual slow potential build-up preceding the third number has not occurred. The scalp distribution of the CNV is not only widespread but generally symmetrical in the 'normal' population. However, it has been shown that in neurosurgical patients with established brain lesions asymmetries can frequently occur when the lesions are localized (cortical or subcortical) (Fig 4) . Of 32 patients with known localized lesions, 15 showed asymmetries in the predicted direction (i.e. smaller CNVs over the site of the lesion) that were over two standard deviations (s.d.) from the randomly distributed asymmetries found in controls (44 normal subjects and 54 mixed psychiatric patients); 8 showed asymmetries beyond one s.d. in the predicted direction. Only 3 patients had asymmetries in the nonpredicted direction. These were small and could probably be attributed to contre-coup effects. In 52 patients with generalized brain lesions, or localized lesions giving rise to diffuse effects, the picture was one of generalized suppression of the CNV rather than of asymmetry. Mean CNV values prior to operation (8-9 ,V at the vertex) were approximately half those of the normal controls (17 ,uV at the vertex).~~, changes associated with the occurrence ofodd and even numbers in a continuous sequence during which subjects were required to press a button as rapidly as possiblefollowing three sequential odd numbers. Three selected sequences have been illustrated and appear superimposed in the bottom trace. Each trace is an average of36 similar sets of trials. Calibration is 20 1AVnegative In general, CNV amplitude in psychiatric groups is slightly, but significantly, smaller than in normal controls. For example, the mixed psychiatric population used as controls in the above brain lesion study had a mean vertex CNV amplitude of 13.5 ,uV. Distraction, in the form of irrelevant and irregular tones presented between trials produces a further marked decrement in CNV amplitude in both high anxiety patients and schizophrenic patients, differentiating them even more clearly from normal controls (McCallum & Walter 1968 , McCallum 1969 , McCallum & Abraham 1973 ). Yet another group which showed significantly smaller CNV amplitudes than normals was a group of 18 psychopaths, the majority of whom were recidivist prisoners. These showed mean vertex CNV amplitudes of 9 uV compared with 16 ,uV for a group of 20 normal controls.
In conclusion, it would seem that the slow potential changes described are indicators of the functioning of brain systems involved in a high level of interaction between the individual and the environment. The mode of action of these systems is characterized by a selective, but flexible, state of involvement with a particular set of environmentalor internalcircumstances which have taken over the central cerebral processor for a given period of time and which require at their end point some action or decision. The slow potential changes are not the only indicators of this mode of cerebral processing; they tend, for example, to be accompanied by changes in the excitability of spinal monosynaptic reflexes (Papakostopoulos & Cooper 1973) and cardiac deceleration (Papakostopoulos & McCallum 1973) . Although the slow potential changes, as generally recorded, are a cortical phenomenon, there is evidence to suggest that they may be mediated by subcortical mechanisms at the level of the brain stem (McCallum et al. 1973 , Rebert 1973 . The indications they give of both the functioning and possible malfunctioning of high order, integrative, neural processes makes them an important source of neurophysiological data in man. Group, British Aircraft Corporation, Filton, Bristol) Optical processing is used to improve the quality of two-dimensional pictures with respect to the extraction of certain information by a human being or by a machine. There are three types of approach: as an aid to viewing by human beings; as part of an automatic pattern recognition machine; and to measure some specific property such as power spectral density. In the medical field the first is probably of most interest.
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The picture, in the form of a transparency, is placed in the optical system where it is illuminated with coherent light from a laser (some optical systems can use incoherent illumination but the range of transfer functions is limited). A lens produces the spatial frequency spectrum at a certain plane in the system. In this plane energy from the high spatial frequencies (which correspond to the fine detail in the picture) is diffracted away from the axis, whilst energy from the low spatial frequencies (corresponding to gross detail) is concentrated very close to the axis of the system. Spatial frequency is proportional to the distance from the axis. Therefore, if a graded density filter is placed in this plane, it will alter the spatial frequency content of the picture by transmitting different spatial frequencies by different amounts. The light then passes through another lens and the processed picture is reconstructed. The filter transmittance profile determines the transfer function of the system.
The system is analogous to a telephone line whose characteristics may be varied in order to improve reception of the transmitted signal. The only differences are that with optical processing the information is in two dimensions instead of one, and the frequencies are in space instead of time. In the same way that human speech can be transmitted using a very narrow bandwidth compared with the range of the ear, so optical images can be transmitted with narrow bandwidths and still remain intelligible. Furthermore, by making filters which pass spatial frequencies corresponding to the information of interest and which reject spatial frequencies corresponding to noise or irrelevant information, picture quality can be greatly enhanced.
In the medical field, optical processing should be used in enhancing X-ray photographs and electron micrographs. The process may simply be the removal of grain noise; or it may be to enhance the picture in some more subtle way such as sharpening defocused pictures or removing unwanted structure. One interesting application (Shamir & Winzer 1972 , Felstead et al. 1974 ) is the processing of multiple line traces for power spectral density. The traces could come from electrocardiograph or electroencephalograph machines and the advantage over conventional electronic methods is that of greater resolution. More generally, the advantage of optical processing over electronic processing is that the data handling capacity of the former is much greater than that of the latter because the latter processing is serial. For further information see Goodman (1968) .
